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• Haloscope concept
• WISPs to be probed
• Detection scheme

• Haloscopes of the world in detail:
§ Currently running
§ Future haloscopes (incomplete list?)



Halo- -scope : Detector of the galactic halo of Dark Matter

Credit: NASA/CXC/K.Divon

Ω!"ℎ# ≃ 0.1186
( From Astron. & Astrophys. 594, A13 (2016) )

DM evidence from observations in 
different scales of the Universe
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WISPs: Weakly Interacting Slim Particles

Ultralight Dark Matter Candidates are 
necessarily bosons

Axions
Axion-like particles

Dilaton
Majoron

Dark Photon

[Kaluza 1921; Klein 1926;...] 

[Peccei,Quinn `77; Weinberg `78; Wilczek `78] 

[Chikashige,Mohapatra,Peccei `81, 
Gelmini,Roncadelli `81] 

[Witten `84; Arvanitaki et al. `10; Acharya et al. `10; 
Cicoli et al. `12; Halverson et al. `17] 

[Holdom 86] 
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Introduction

Coherent-Field Dark Matter: Candidates and Search Methods | Andreas Ringwald, Perspectives on Quantum Sensing and Computation for Particle Physics, 6 July 2020

Big Variety: Zoo of Dark Matter candidates

• Concentrate here on generic class of Ultralight Dark Matter, also dubbed WISPy Dark Matter:

[US Cosmic Visions: New Ideas in Dark Matter 2017]   

[March-Russell private comm. `07]   
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WISPs: Weakly Interacting Slim Particles

Edm = mc2 +
1
2

mv2
<latexit sha1_base64="ruYiRzIypaBfMCF4hygBuf7vahE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ckdTM1M4nBpnxLogFtQZ2g726rQ=">AAACOHicbVA9TxtBFNwzJCHOByYUEaJZgSJZimTduQlNJESEREmkGJD8pXfrZ2fF7t5p9x0KnO4v8GuokOA30JIm6QItXbrs2S4wzlSjmfd23k6cKukoDG+DysLis+cvll5WX71+83a5tvLuwCWZFdgSiUrsUQwOlTTYIkkKj1KLoGOFh/Hxl9I/PEHrZGK+0WmKXQ0jI4dSAHmpX6vv9vMO4Q/KB7oo+Geuueg1+UfeGVoQeVTkzULzk16zX9sMG+EYfJ5EU7K5vfXr5v3Pu7X9fu1vZ5CITKMhocC5dhSm1M3BkhQKi2onc5iCOIYRtj01oNF18/GPCv4hc0AJT9FyqfhYxMcbOWjnTnXsJzXQd/fUK8X/ee2MhlvdXJo0IzSiDCKpcBzkhJW+KuQDaZEIysuRS8MFWCBCKzkI4cXMdzcTWMakcJb454aJoarvKnrazDw5aDaisBF99aXtsAmW2DrbYHUWsU9sm+2xfdZigp2zC3bFroPL4HfwJ7ifjFaC6c4qm0Hw8A9jFbAg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ckdTM1M4nBpnxLogFtQZ2g726rQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4bv2lg0zEl62455oRiTAcWn3tmc=">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</latexit>

• Boost from number density
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Ultralight Dark Matter 

Coherent-Field Dark Matter: Candidates and Search Methods | Andreas Ringwald, Perspectives on Quantum Sensing and Computation for Particle Physics, 6 July 2020

Generic properties

• For , large occupation number per de Broglie volume in our neighborhood in Milky Way:

• Pauli exclusion principle excludes fermions as Ultralight Dark Matter Candidates:

Ultralight Dark Matter Candidates are necessarily bosons
• Ultralight Dark Matter best described by classical waves. Therefore also known as

Coherent-Field Dark Matter or Wave Dark Matter 
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Ultralight Dark Matter 

Coherent-Field Dark Matter: Candidates and Search Methods | Andreas Ringwald, Perspectives on Quantum Sensing and Computation for Particle Physics, 6 July 2020

Generic properties

• For , large occupation number per de Broglie volume in our neighborhood in Milky Way:

• Pauli exclusion principle excludes fermions as Ultralight Dark Matter Candidates:

Ultralight Dark Matter Candidates are necessarily bosons
• Ultralight Dark Matter best described by classical waves. Therefore also known as

Coherent-Field Dark Matter or Wave Dark Matter 

• Halo is virialized, so the energy is

• Frequencies in the microwave range
for masses of

0.4 µeV . mdm . 0.4 meV
<latexit sha1_base64="oUIHLkYtgSQuLg3Vx/o9cx8517E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MIIJrX2q0uYV0yf2vX3yK+OutqY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MIIJrX2q0uYV0yf2vX3yK+OutqY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VZVeggs2IsFCO2NFAOZ5vLvJ0rA=">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</latexit>
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Haloscope: detection concept

Sikivie Phys. Rev. D 32,11 (1985)

antenna

SC magnet (~10 T)

Resonant cavity

Dilution Refrigeretor
T<100 mK

Room Temperature 
Amplifiers

Cryogenic Amplifier
(noise at SQL)

ma ' 2pn ⇠ 4 µeV
⇣ n

GeV

⌘
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Axions and ALPs: photon conversion in 
microwave cavity placed in a strong 

magnetic field

Pagg µ

 
g2

agg

m2
a

ran

!⇣
VB2Q

⌘
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Hidden photons: no need of 
magnetic field

Pg0 µ
⇣

c2rg0mg0

⌘
(V Q)
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We show that at higher frequencies, and thus higher axion masses, single-photon detectors become

competitive and ultimately favored, when compared to quantum-limited linear amplifiers, as the detector

technology in microwave cavity experimental searches for galactic halo dark matter axions. The crossover

point in this comparison is of order 10 GHz (!40 !eV), not far above the frequencies of current searches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of microwave cavity experimental
searches for axions constituting the dark matter halo of
our Galaxy will possess the sensitivity to find or exclude
favored axion models over a significant fraction of their
allowed mass ranges. These experiments will benefit from
new tunable cavity designs of higher frequency and possi-
bly much higher quality factor Q with the use of thin-film
superconducting coatings. They will also operate with
much lower intrinsic noise owing to the development of
quantum-limited amplifiers, such as microstrip-coupled
SQUID amplifiers and Josephson parametric amplifiers
(JPA). The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that
photon detectors will eventually win over linear amplifiers
at high frequencies, and possibly not far above where the
Axion Dark Matter Experiment (ADMX) and ADMX
High Frequency (ADMX-HF) will soon begin taking data
(!1 and!5 GHz, respectively). Given that the microwave
cavity experiments owe their extraordinary sensitivities to
being both resonant and spectrally resolved, the possible
utility of detectors which sacrifice phase information, all or
in part, bears some discussion. Here we are concerned with
fundamental detection limits that cannot be improved
upon, and we do not address excess technical noise that
can be eliminated with careful experimental design. We do
note, however, that technical noise problems tend to be
more simply solved at higher frequencies.

In Sikivie’s microwave cavity experiment, axions
resonantly convert into a very weak quasimonochromatic

microwave signal in a high-Q cavity permeated by a strong
magnetic field (Fig. 1) [1]. The axion-photon conversion
signal power is given by

Pa!" ¼ #g2a""

!
$a

ma

"
B2
0VCQc; (1)

where ma and $a are the mass and local density of the
axion, respectively, ga"" is the axion-photon coupling, B0

is the strength of the magnetic field, V is the cavity volume,
and C is a mode-dependent form factor. The loaded
(coupled) quality factor of the cavity is designated by
Qc ¼ Q=ð1þ %Þ,Q being the unloaded or intrinsic quality
factor, and % the ratio of power coupled out by the antenna
to power dissipated by cavity wall losses. The fraction of

FIG. 1 (color online). Simplified schematic of the microwave
cavity search for halo axions. The insert depicts the virialized
axion signal (Qa & E=!E! 106) within the Lorentzian band-
pass of the cavity [Qc ¼ Q=ð1þ %Þ].*steve.lamoreaux@yale.edu
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ADMX – Axion Dark Matter Experiment 
Washington University

ADMX 800-1000 MHz

Volume 136 L

Q0 200,000

B 7.5 T

Tnoise 600 mK
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IBS CAPP – Center of Axion and Precision Physics
South Korea

CAPP MC CAPP 12T CAPP PACE CAPP-8T

PACE 2.2 GHz

Volume 1.12 L

Q0 90,000

B 7.2 T

Tnoise 200 mK

CAPP 12T 1.1 GHz

Volume 37 L

Q0 90,000

B 12 T

Tnoise 120 mK

CAPP 18T 4.79 GHz

Volume 1 L
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B 18 T

Tnoise 500 mK

CAPP MC 3.2 GHz

Volume 0.65 L

Q0 60,000

B 8 T

Tnoise 3.8 K

CAPP 8T 1.6 GHz

Volume 3.47 L

Q0 90,000

B 8 T

Tnoise 900 mK
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parasites. A total of nine out of the 60 outliers were discarded from
further consideration with three of them being rejected following
background measurements without a magnetic field. Furthermore, 11
outliers were blind calibration signals deliberately injected into the
cavities. Thenext step is to rescananarrowbandaroundeachof the 40
remaining outliers with the same and different cavities to increase
statistics, but also for consistency checks. If a candidate is persistent
enough, an extra rescanning is performed by tuning to a higher order
resonantmode that does not couple to axions. Finally, if an outlier also
passes this elimination step, a rescan at a different magnetic field
strength takes place.

No outlier has reached these two last predefined steps because all
40 outliers were discarded during rescanning. We can thus compute
the excluded coupling strength ∣gaγγ∣ for each bin of the grand spec-
trum ∣gaγγ∣= ∣gKSV Z

aγγ ∣
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SNRT=SNR

p
.

The exclusion of axion-photon coupling at 90% confidence is
shown in Fig. 5, where the estimated overall uncertainty calculated
from the individual uncertainties shown in Table 2, is 10%. We
exclude previously unexplored new parameter space for axion
masses between 19.74 μeV and 22.47 μeV.

Discussion
We report here the first results of the CAST-CAPP detector searching
for galactic DM axions. CAST-CAPP is a haloscope consisting of four
individual resonant cavities inserted in one bore of the CAST dipole
magnet.

A previously unexplored parameter space has been scanned to
extend the axion search towards larger rest mass values from 19.74 to
22.47μeV. This required higher frequencies and thus a smaller cavity
size and a tuning mechanism with no mode-crossings for the mode of
interest over the entire frequency range. This is a particular strength of
the cavity design. In this mass range, we exclude axion-photon cou-
pling for virialized galactic axions down to gaγγ = 8 ⋅ 10−14GeV−1 at 90%
confidence level.

In addition, the following novelties, of potential importance also
for future DM axion searches, have been instrumented:

• Four identical cavities have been coherently combined through
the phase-matching technique increasing significantly the SNR.
Combining signals from individual cavities is shown to be
feasible and still unique in DM axion search. This can be
extended in future large-scale axion haloscopes with a large
number of small cavities.

• The successful scan of a significant mass range showed that this
experiment is at the cutting-edge of cavity tunability in axion
research. This was achieved thanks to the unique design of the
locomotive tuningmechanism and the cavity geometry. With an
upgrade of the piezoelectric motors at cryo, the tuning range
can even further be extended to 1 GHz and slightly beyond
(4.6–5.8 GHz), shown by simulation32 and also demonstrated on
the bench at room temperature.

• The fast-scanning technique includes a fast change of resonance
frequencies (10MHz/min) between 4.774GHz and 5.434GHz,
which, combined with a high sensitivity, allows for 60 s short
acquisition intervals for each 200 kHz tuning step. This also
permits to quickly re-tune the cavities to a frequency of interest,
for instance to investigate a stable and reproducible outlier.

• The raw data which are recorded in each interval consist of a
“real and imaginary part” time domain trace allowing for easy
analysis of the traces for transient event search. Together with
the fast-scanning technique, it permits a simultaneous search for
halo DM axions and axion-caused electromagnetic transients
originating for example from mini-clusters or streams16–18. It is
challenging to separate non-stationary signals from axion
streams against transient-type EMI/EMC perturbations. The very
first adequate approach in this case is the comparison with the
reference antenna output in the hall.

Note added in Proof: During the review process another
publication33 appeared overlapping partly with our low axion
mass range.

Data availability
The source data and code underlying the plots in this paper are
available from the corresponding authors upon request.
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Table 2 | CAST-CAPP parameters and related uncertainties
used for the analysis. Note that the loaded quality factor is
given for the frequency of 5.3GHz

Parameters Explanation Values Uncertainty

B Static dipole magnetic field 8.8 T 10−3

V Cavity volume 224 cm3 0.1 cm3

C Form factor 0.53 10%

β Main port coupling factor 1 0.3

QL Loaded quality factor 20000 3%

TS System noise temperature 9 K 1 K

η Signal attenuation coefficient 0.717 0.01
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, and σnoise is the standard deviation
of the mean noise power Pnoise = kTsysΔν, which is reduced by a longer
data integration time t. The system temperature Tsys is the sum of the
physical cavity temperature and the electronic noise temperature of
the receiver.

For a DM axion of ma ~ 20 μeV, the minimum coherence length
is ~ 60mwhich is much larger than the size of the cavity setup of ~ 2m
length.

CAST-CAPP consists of four tuneable 23 × 25 × 390mm rectan-
gular cavities. The volume of each cavity is V = 224 cm3. Each cavity
consists of two pieces of stainless steel, coated with 30 μm of copper.
They are installed in series inside one of the two bores, 43mm +, of
CAST’s superconducting dipole magnet at CERN with the split plane
parallel to the magnetic field along the cavity’s small face. The CAST
dipole magnet is an LHC prototype and has a 9.25m long uniform
magnetic field of 8.8 T.

The cavity tuning mechanism consists of two sapphire strips with
anisotropic relative permittivity ε⊥ ≈ 9 and ε∥ ≈ 11, relative to the crys-
tallographic axis defined as the reference. Their dimensions are
12 × 360 × 2.56mm3 and they are symmetrically placed parallel to the
longitudinal sidesmoving simultaneously towards the center (see Fig. 1
bottom). These two parallel sapphire strips are displaced by a piezo-
electric motor through a locomotive mechanism delivering a tuning
resolution of better than 100Hz in stable conditions (see Fig. 1 bot-
tom). The cavity frequency is changed by moving the sapphire strips
towards or away from the split plane, whilemaintaining the parallelism
to each other. The maximum tuning range for each cavity is about
400MHz corresponding to an axion mass range from ~ 21 μeV to ~ 23
μeV. The cavity tuning system including the electromagnetic impact
from the locomotive mechanism situated inside the cavity was
designed tohavenomode crossings for the axionmodeover the entire
tuning range. Themaximumachieved scanning speed ofCAST-CAPP is
10MHz / minute for each cavity, and therefore, its full tuning range of
660MHz canbe coveredwithin ~ 1 h. Themaximumspeed is limited by
the torque of the piezoelectric motors in cryogenic conditions. Fol-
lowing the CAST-CAPP protocol a given frequency is revisitedmultiple
times for shorter periods rather thandwellingon it once for a long time
interval. Thus the axion mass range is scanned horizontally with the
sensitivity improving progressively. This gives us sensitivity not only to
ALPs but also to axionmini-clusters, caustics and streams. In this work,
the fast tuning mechanism allows primarily to quickly re-tune the
cavities to a certain frequency in order to cross-check the nature of an
outlier.

The high mechanical Q-factor of the sapphire strips which are
acting accidentally as a mechanical tuning fork are leading to a fre-
quency modulation of the electromagnetic mode of interest. These

ambientmechanical vibrationswere reduced, increasing themeasured
effectiveQL by a few%, by introducing a vibration dampingmechanism
consisting of two quartz glass tubes filledwith Teflon foils glued on the
tuning sapphire strips.

Each cavity assembly includes the cavity, the sapphire strips tuner,
two RF couplers, one piezo-actuator, a locking device which fixes it to
the CASTmagnet bore, and one cryogenic amplifier placed at a few cm
distance from the edge of its cavity and with optimum orientation to
the static B-field (see Fig. 1 top). In addition, three out of the four
cavities are equipped with Cernox temperature sensors. More speci-
fically, one temperature sensor is installed in cavity 1, two in cavity 2
and one more in cavity 4. Each cavity is equipped with a weak coupler
called "injection port" and a near-critical coupler which we call "main
port". The near-critical coupling at cryo, for all four cavities was
adopted in order to have optimum power transfer. The main port
which is connected to a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), is significantly
under-critically coupled at room temperature in order to achieve near
critical coupling at cryogenic temperatures with magnetic field within
the available tuning range. This procedurewas adopted because it was
not possible to measure the coupling of the cavity directly and in situ
under cryogenic conditions due to the permanently connected pre-
amplifier. The strong coupling criterion is based on the
experimentally-done observation that the coupling factor β increases
by a factor of ~ 4 for a tuneable cavity going from room to cryogenic
temperatures. The coupling was characterized at warm by doing a
reflection measurement at various frequencies around the resonance
for both the very weakly coupled injection port and the strongly
coupled main port. The length of the main coupler was adjusted
accordingly in order to have four times less coupling than the critical
one which is required in data-taking conditions neglecting the cou-
pling at the injection port which was kept below 3% both at cold and
warm. The overall estimated uncertainty on the coupling from several
performed measurements is below 10%.

For cryogenic temperatures, the QL measured in transmission is
about 20000 (at 5.3 GHz) which for near-critical coupling returns an
unloaded Q of about 40,000. However, this value of the unloaded Q
could not be measured directly in our case since the near-critical
coupled port was permanently connected to the low-noise pre-
amplifier (no RF relay operating in a strongmagnetic field is available).
Thus, we are relying on the extrapolation from the QL from warm to
cold taking into account the Q-dependent change in the coupling
factor β and assuming negligible coupling on the other side (injection
port) of the cavity. In addition, as a cross-check, we have the shape and
height of the noise bump at cryo.

The signal of each cavity at the cryogenic stage is amplified using
an LNA with a gain of 39 dB and then it is transferred from the cryo-
genic environment to room temperature throughRF cables. Of course,
these cables have certain frequency-dependent losses which have to
be taken into account for the overall gain. An external signal amplifi-
cation of about 22dB ismade for eachoneof the four cavitieswith four
room temperature amplifiers. The signals from the individual cavities
are combined with a power combiner and transitioned to an RF switch
sending the coherent signal to the measuring instruments. The sim-
plified schematic of the setup both inside and outside the CAST
magnet, is shown in Fig. 2.

Using N cavities, the SNR can be enhanced through hardware-
implemented phase-matching, where, simultaneously acquired signals
from several frequency-tracking cavities are combined coherently. In
our case, the first stage amplification takes place before the signal
combination, thus the SNR is improved linearly with the number of
cavities27. This makes phase-matching the optimum configuration
when using multiple cavities resulting in a much better performance
compared to signal summation with undefined phases. A challenging
part of the phase-matching of multiple cavities is the frequency
alignment of all the cavities to the same resonant frequency. This has

Sapphire strips

Piezo-actuator Coupler

T-sensor LNA

Locking device

Locomotive mechanism
B

Fig. 1 | A photograph of the elements of a single cavity assembly (top) and a
technical drawing of CAST-CAPP tuning mechanism with the two sapphire
strips (bottom). The static B-field is shown by the arrow and is parallel to the two
axes of the tuning mechanism.
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• Array of 4 phase-matched rectangular cavities

• Tuning between 4.774 and 5.434 GHz

procedure to our experimental conditions. We start with the removal
of the noise baseline of the processed spectra using a Savitzky-Golay
(SG) smoothing filter31 with window length W = 1000 bins and a poly-
nomial of order d = 4. The processed spectra are divided by their SG
filter output and subtracted 1 to obtain a mean μ = 0 with standard
deviation σ = (δν⋅t)−1/2 ≈0.018 of a Gaussian distribution. This sample
distribution is a result of averaging 3000 FFT chunks as dictated by the
central limit theorem, whereas the samples of each chunk, in power
units, obey a χ2 distribution. We remove the intermediate frequency
(IF) filter roll-off from the two edges of these flattened spectra which
correspond to 20% of the samples in total. Therefore, each flattened
spectrum has 105 bins.

The flattened spectra are scanned for IF interferences which occur
as unexpectedly high-amplitude bins on the same index of most of the
flattened spectra regardless of the cavity resonance frequency. First, all
flattened spectra are divided into three groups, and each group is
averaged according to the IF bin index. Second, we flag the bins that
exceed 5σ with σ = ðMδνPtÞ

#1=2, where M is the number of averaged
spectra in each group. Finally, we compare the flagged IF bin index list.
If an IF bin is flagged in at least 2 groups, we discard that particular IF
bin plus the 2 adjacent bins of all flattened spectra from the subsequent
steps of the analysis procedure, this is the case for 6 out of the 105 bins.

Each flattened spectrum is scaled by Pnoise/Paxion in order to attain
an axion SNR as given in Eq. (6), where Paxion is the axion signal power
curve across the bandwidth of each spectrum as defined by Eq. (4).

The combined spectrum is generated by aligning the scaled
spectra on the RF axis and taking the weighted average of the scaled

spectra bin amplitudes that correspond to the same RF bin of the
combined spectrum with weights equal to inverse bin variances, as
determinedbymaximum likelihood (ML) estimation. The amplitudepk
of each combined spectrum bin of index k is normalized by dividing it
by its standard deviation σk, resulting to normalized samples with a
normal distribution of mean μ =0 and standard deviation σ = 1, except
for the prospective bin that contains axion power which must be a
sample of a normal distribution with mean ðσkÞ

#1 and σ = 1. The reso-
lution bandwidth of the combined spectrum remains δνC = 50 Hz.

In order to increase the SNR of an axion signal of linewidth Δν ≈
7 kHz in the lab frame, the adjacent 28 bins in the combined spectrum
are averaged with their ML weights, obtaining a rebinned spectrum
with increased bandwidth resolution δνR = 1.4 kHz.

Finally, the "grand spectrum" is computed by convolving the
rebinned spectrum with the kernel equal to the axion lineshape in lab
frame defined by Eq. (5). This leads to an unchanged bandwidth reso-
lution and number of samples of the grand spectrum. The normalized
grand spectrum is generated by dividing each bin’s power by its stan-
dard deviation pG

k =σ
G
k , where the noise distribution should have μ=0

and σ = 1. However, the standarddeviation is reduced to σ =0.74, due to
the negative correlations among adjacent bins introduced by the SG
filter. To quantify the covariance among consecutive grand spectrum
bins, a Monte Carlo simulation of 104 processed spectra has been
constructed using sample noise baselines from real data. Elements of
the covariance matrix resulting from this simulation are used to com-
pute the ML estimate of the standard deviation of the grand spectrum
bins. The so-derived normalized grand spectrum is described by
σ =0.96. Figure 4 shows the grand spectrum and its noise distribution.

Analysis results
We search the grand spectrum for bins that could show an axion DM
signal indicated by a positive power excess. Applying the SG filter on
the analysis procedure reduces the grand spectrumSNRbyη =0.717 as
derived by Monte Carlo simulations of 104 experiments with axion
signal injections. To search for the KSVZ axion, accepting the target
SNRT = 5σ and confidence level of 90%, the candidate selection
threshold is set accordingly to 3.72σ. The grand spectrum bins which
exceed this threshold are thenflagged as rescan candidates.Wehave in
total 60 bins out of ≈ 472k that are flagged for rescanning.

Following a predefined procedure, every candidate spectrum is
compared to the simultaneously and independently measured spec-
trum from the second channel with the external antenna which is
sensitive to the same frequency and searches for ambient EMI/EMC

Fig. 4 | Grand spectrum (left) and its projected power excess (right). All the
grand spectrum bins are below the selection threshold (red dashed line) after the
rescanning procedure which shows all the axion candidates are excluded.

Fig. 5 | CAST-CAPP exclusion limit on the axion-photon coupling as a function
of axion mass at 90% confidence level (left), and compared to other axion
search results10,25,30,34–41 within the mass range 1–25μeV (right). The higher

sensitivity around the 22μeV region, is due to the predominant use of phase-
matching around this mass range.

Article https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-33913-6
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HAYSTAC – Haloscope At Yale Sensitive To Axion CDM
Yale’s Wright Lab

HAYSTAC 5 GHz

Volume 1.5 L

QL 30,000

B 8 T

Tnoise 120 mK

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 97, 092001 (2018) 

Backes et al. Nature 590, 238–242 (2021)

Squeezed-vacuum state receiver improves
sensitivity and doubles the scan rate
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ORGAN – Oscillating Resonant Group AxioN
University of Western Australia 

ORGAN 15 GHz

QL 7000

B 11.5 T

Tnoise 5.2 K

arXiv:2203.12152v1 

Phase 1a completed

Planned for phase 2:
From 15 to 50 GHz – quantum tech – multicavity
approach – single photon counters

14/25



QUAX – Quest for Axions

Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL)

PHYS. REV. D 103, 102004 (2021)

QUAX 10 GHz

Volume 0.08 L

Q0 80,000

B 8 T

Tnoise 1 K
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QUAX – Quest for Axions

Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF)
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Setting up the new haloscope at:
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QUAX – Dielectric and superconducting cavities

PHYS. REV. D 106, 052007 (2022)

PHYSICAL REVIEW APPLIED 17, 054013 (2022) 
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QUAX – Superconducting quantum devices

TWPA

JPA

JJ Single microwave photon counters 

arXiv:2205.02053https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.01512

IEEE TRANS APP SUP, VOL. 32, NO. 4, JUNE 2022

LNF:
§ Superconducting cavity 

Q0> 2×105

§ B=9T
§ Multicavity 

LNL:
§ Dielectric cavity Q0>106

§ B=14 T
§ Single cavity

<latexit sha1_base64="nsTsr2KLEJOWr7WtVI5yksQONfI=">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</latexit>

ma 2 (40, 180)µeV
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RADES – Relic Axion Dark-matter Exploratory Setup

GHz cavity put inside the CAST dipole magnet
5 sub-cavities connected

by inductive irises
RADES 8.4 GHz

Volume 0.03 L

Q0 16,000

B 8.8 T

Tnoise 1.8 K

doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2021)075
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Figure 1. Left: CAST-RADES cavity after copper coating (closed) and before the copper coating
(opened). Right: electric field pattern of the cavity modes [31], where red and blue indicate opposite
directions of the electric field. The first mode, in which the electric field in all sub-cavities is parallel
to the external magnetic field, couples to the axion.

2 Experimental setup

The CAST-RADES detector used in this work consists of a 316LN stainless steel cavity,
coated with a 30 µm thick copper layer. The cavity is internally divided in 5 sub-cavities
interconnected by inductive irises, resembling a filter-like structure. A complete description
of the cavity can be found in reference [31], here we briefly revisit the main characteristics.
The left panel of figure 1 shows a picture of the cavity before and after copper coating.
The right panel of figure 1 shows the electric field pattern of the different resonant modes.
The axion couples to the first mode at an axion mass of 34.67 µeV, which corresponds to
a frequency of 8.384 GHz. This frequency corresponds to the wave-guide dimensions that
fit into the CAST cold bore [31]. The volume and geometric factor were calculated using
the CST simulation software [38].

The cavity has two 50 Ω subminiature version A coaxial ports located at each of the
extremities, see left panel of figure 1. One port (P1) is used to extract the signal during the
data-taking period, and must be critically coupled to the cavity to maximize the sensitivity.
The second port (P2) is used to inject a known input signal to characterize the cavity (e.g.
noise temperature or the frequencies of the cavity resonance modes). It is very weakly
coupled to avoid signal leakage and reduce the noise coming into the cavity from this
port. The cavity is placed inside the CAST dipole magnet. Figure 2 shows a schematic
of the CAST-RADES setup. When the magnet is energized, the magnetic field strength
at the position of the cavity is 8.8 T. The environmental temperature is (1.8 ± 0.1) K.
Measurements of the cavity response at cryogenic temperatures but in the absence of a
magnetic field have been performed and have served as reference data called magnet-off
data (Boff).

Port P1 is connected with coaxial cables to a 40 decibels (dB) TXA4000 cryogenic low
noise amplifier (LNA) manufactured by TTI Norte located in a copper vessel at the end
cap of the CAST magnet, in a region with negligible magnetic field (B ! 0.01 T), but still
at cryogenic temperatures. Both P1 and P2 are connected with semi-rigid coaxial cables to

– 3 –
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TASEH – Taiwan Axion Search Experiment with Haloscope

TASEH 5 GHz

Volume 0.234 L

Q0 60,000

B 8 T

Tnoise 2.2 K

4

pressor of PTC stops working, typically due to an elec-
trical power outage or a cooling water failure. With the
12-Henry magnet inductance, 45 kJ is stored in the mag-
netic field when the magnet is fully charged. The stored
energy dissipates into the resistive NbTi wire when a
quench happens. This causes the entire system with the
experiment apparatus (except the 50K flange) to warm
up to above 30 K in a few minutes. During the CD102
run, one quench occurred due to a cooling water fail-
ure. There was no damage in the experimental setup in
the course of this quench event although all the mixture
evaporated and went back to the storage tank. It takes
about 7 hours to cool down the system back to the base
temperature and additional 1.5 hours to resume the 8T
magnetic field. To prevent a magnet quench, the cool-
ing water temperature is monitored and an alarm will be
triggered if the temperature is abnormally high.

B. Microwave cavity

The axion detection figure of merit largely depends on
the cavity performance. Enlarging the cavity V , Cn, and
Q0 can enhance the axion signal. The design targets the
cavity frequency at around 5 GHz, and maximizes V and
Cn with the constraint of the magnetic bore dimensions.
High purity copper and surface treatments are used to
fabricate the cavity body and most of the components
to raise Q0. The Ansys HFSS MW simulation guides
the design, and the scattering parameter (S-parameter)
measurement determines the cavity performance.

1. Design

The form factor Cn is the normalized overlap of the
electric field En, for a particular cavity resonant mode n,
with the external magnetic field B:

Cn =
(
R
B ·EndV )2

B2
0
V
R
|E2

n|dV
. (3)

The field B inside the magnet bore points mostly along
the z-direction. The cylindrical cavity utilizes the magnet
bore volume most e�ciently. The most favorable mode
is TM010, whose electric field is parallel to the magnetic
field in the magnet bore without any node.

Figure 4(a) shows the schematic layout of the
frequency-tunable copper cavity. The cavity has an o↵-
axis rod inside for frequency tuning and two probes intro-
duced from the top. The frequency tuning rod is made
of copper. Two axles made of teflon are fixed at the rod
ends and fit to the cavity top and bottom walls; see Fig.
4(b) for a zoom-in view near the top teflon axle. The
teflon axles, which are insulated from the cavity wall,
avoid the rod acting like an antenna, and allow the rod
to rotate along the o↵-axis freely. The top axle is con-
nected to a rotational motor to achieve frequency tuning

FIG. 4. Cavity design. (a) Cavity layout. (b) Zoom-in view of
frequency tuning rod near top axle. (c) Top view. (c) Photo
of experimental object.

due to the reduction of the e↵ective cavity diameter. The
probe 1 has weak fixed coupling for examining the cav-
ity characteristics and testing the signal receiver. The
probe 2 has tunable coupling for optimizing the axion
signal detection. The tuning mechanism is achieved via
a sliding probe connected to a linear motor to adjust its
insertion depth. For the TM010 mode, the current flows
in the cavity inner wall along the longitudinal direction.
The cavity is split into two halves along the longitudinal
direction to reduce the loss from the seam [46].

Considering the mechanical strength of the cavity, we
set the cavity wall thickness at 4 mm. The thickness,
together with the inner diameter of the radiation shield,
limits the cavity inner diameter D = 50 mm. Without
a tuning rod inside, the expected fc = 4.56 GHz for the
TM010 mode is right at our target range. The cavity
length L = 120 mm is chosen to fully exploit the avail-
able high magnet field region and to avoid any TE mode
coming close to the TM010 mode. Figure 4(c) shows the
top view of the cavity layout. The two probes are 15
mm away from the center and 90° away from each other.
The frequency tuning rod has 4 mm in diameter and 114
mm in length. The rotation axis of the tuning rod is 19
mm away from the center and 135° away from the two
probes. The o↵-axis length of the rod is 3.5 mm and it
can rotate the full 360°. A 1-mm gap is left between the
transverse part of the rod end and the top/bottom wall.
With the frequency tuning rod inside, the cavity volume
V = 0.234 liter.

8

FIG. 8. Comparisons of TM010 mode (a) resonant frequency
fc and (b) intrinsic quality factor Q0. The yellow dots are the
room temperature simulation results. The orange diamonds
and blue triangles are derived from fitting the experimental
data taken at room temperature and at the DR base tem-
perature, respectively. Note that in (b) the Q0 of the room
temperature simulation and experimental results are multi-
plied by a factor of 3.2 and 3.5, respectively, to have the
comparison more straightforward. The axion search range in
the CD102 run is indicated by the white ground.

to perform the S-parameter measurements, the amplifi-
cation chain calibration, and the axion detection experi-
ment.

1. Microwave layout

A high-gain, low-noise amplification chain, named am-
plification chain 2 and marked by the thick lines in Fig.
9, is used for the axion detection. The first stage ampli-
fier for this chain is a LNF-LNC4 8C low-noise HEMT
amplifier (A2) anchored at the 4K flange. This amplifier
o↵ers approximately 40 dB gain and 1.5 K noise tempera-
ture in the 4�8 GHz frequency span. The following three
amplifiers at room temperature provide 20 dB gain each
to boost the signal strength for follow-up processing. A
LNF-CIISISC4 8A three-stage circulator (C), providing
approximately 60 dB isolation but also leading to 0.4 dB
insertion loss, is anchored at the mixing flange to prevent
thermal radiation from the HEMT amplifier back stream-
ing to the cold cavity and then reflected by the cavity.
Several low-loss coaxial cables guide the signal through
the components, including a superconducting cable be-
tween the circulator and the HEMT amplifier. The sig-
nal from the cavity probe 2 is routed to this amplification
chain. Knowing the overall gain G2 and the added noise
Ta2 of the amplification chain 2 is essential to derive the
output power at the cavity probe 2 from P2, the readout
power in the signal receiver, and to obtain the SNR of the
axion search. G2 ⇡ 100 dB and Ta2 ⇡ 2 K are obtained
from the calibration results discussed in Sec. II C 3.

One more supplementary output amplification chain
1 and two heavily attenuated input lines 1 and 2, con-
nected to the probes 1 and 2, respectively, are to support
the cavity S-parameter measurements. The lines associ-

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of TASEH MW design. The
dashed horizontal lines separate the DR flanges. The MW
system mainly consists of two sets of input/output lines. Each
set connects to one cavity probe through a circulator to al-
low the full S-parameter measurements of the two-port cavity.
The lines associated to the probes 1 and 2 are marked by the
blue and red colors, respectively. The cavity readout probe 2
and the thick output line are responsible for the axion data
taking. Via a cryogenic MW switch, this output line can also
connect to the blackbody radiation source (BS), made of a
50⌦ terminator, for calibration. The VNA performs the S-
parameter measurements of the two-port cavity. The VST
carries out the signal acquisition and/or generates the test
signals to the system. The models or the part numbers of the
labeled items are listed in Tab. III in Appendix A.

ated to the probes 1 and 2 are marked by the blue and red
colors, respectively. The amplification chain 1 has similar
setting and characteristics as the data taking amplifica-
tion chain 2. The two attenuated lines, used to input
MW signals, have one attenuator thermally anchored at
each cold flange to reduce the broadband radiation from
the higher-temperature environment or flanges. Each cir-
culator connects one cavity probe to one input line and
one output amplification chain to permit reflection-type
measurements. Although those chains are designed for
cryogenic measurements, they do allow the S-parameter
measurements to examine the cavity characteristics at
room temperature. The input line 1 also delivers the
synthetic axion signal.

Two major MW instruments are used in the TASEH

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 129, 111802 (2022) 

New entry!

diagram of the DR system and a photo of the experimental
setup. An eight-Tesla superconducting solenoid with a bore
diameter of 76 mm and a length of 240 mm is integrated
with the DR. The DR has multiple flanges at different

temperatures for the required cooling: 50 K, 4 K, still, and
mixing flanges [Fig. 2(a)], among which the mixing flange
could reach the lowest temperature at ≃20 mK. During the
data taking, the MW cavity with two coupling probes sits in
the center of the magnet bore and is connected via holders
to the mixing flange [Fig. 2(b)]. The 0.234-L cylindrical
cavity, made of oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC)
copper, has an inner radius of 2.5 cm and a height of 12 cm
and is split into two halves along the axial direction to
reduce the loss from the seam [45]. The resonant frequency
can be tuned via the rotation of an off-axis OFHC copper
tuning rod with a diameter of 0.4 cm and a length of
11.4 cm. The rotation axis of the tuning rod is 1.9 cm away
from the center of the cavity. The axion-photon conversion
signal from the readout probe is directed to an impedance-
matched amplification chain (thick lines in Fig. 1). The
first-stage amplifier is a low noise high-electron-mobility-
transistor (HEMT) amplifier mounted on the 4 K flange. A
circulator, anchored at the mixing flange, prevents thermal
radiation from the HEMT amplifier from backstreaming to
the cold cavity and then being reflected. The signal is
further amplified at room temperature via a three-stage
postamplifier, and down-converted to in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) components and digitized by an analog-
to-digital converter with a sampling rate of 2 MHz. Two
heavily attenuated input lines support scattering parameter
measurements of the cavity and transmit test signals. More
details of the TASEH detector can be found in Ref. [46].
The signal power extracted from a MW cavity on

resonance is given by [36,47]:

Ps ¼
!
g2aγγ

ℏ3c3ρa
m2

a

"
×
!
ωc

1

μ0
B2
0VCQL

β
1þ β

"
: ð1Þ

The first set of parentheses contains gaγγ , ma,
physical constants, and the local dark-matter density ρa ¼
0.45 GeV=cm3 [5,48]. For the QCD axions, gaγγ is related
to the axion mass ma:

gaγγ ¼
!
gγα
πΛ2

"
ma; ð2Þ

where gγ is a dimensionless model-dependent parameter,
with numerical values −0.97 and 0.36 in the Kim-Shifman-
Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) [49,50] and the Dine-
Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) [51,52] benchmark
models, respectively. The symbol α is the fine-structure
constant and Λ ¼ 78 MeV is a scale parameter that can be
derived from the mass and the decay constant of the pion
and the ratio of the up to down quark masses. The second
set of parentheses contains parameters related to the
experimental setup: the angular resonant frequency of
the cavity ωc, the vacuum permeability μ0, the nominal
strength of the external magnetic field B0, the effective
volume of the cavity V, and the loaded quality factor of the

FIG. 1. The simplified diagram of the TASEH apparatus.

FIG. 2. (a) The schematic diagram of the TASEH cryogen-
free DR system. (b) An overview photo of the TASEH
experimental setup.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 129, 111802 (2022)
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FLASH – Finuda magnet for Light Axion SearcH

Version January 9, 2023 submitted to Journal Not Specified 17 of 36
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Figure 8. Zoom on the region of interest for FLASH discovery potential (90% c.l.) compared to
existing experimental limits. Image realized with [139].

The kinetic term in Eq. (31) can be diagonalised by a linear transformation of the fields
Xµ and Aµ, and it can be chosen such that only one of the gauge fields couples to electric
charges. This is an interaction eigenstate and can be then identified with the Standard
Model photon. By rescaling Xµ and Aµ the kinetic terms can be put in the form with the
standard normalisation, and after diagonalising the mass term, one obtains

Lcg = �
1

4µ0
Fµn Fµn

�
1

4µ0
Xµn Xµn +

1
2µ0

m2
g0Xµ Xµ + jµ

em (Aµ + tan cXµ) , (32)

so that the DP couples to e.m. current with strength e tan c. Eq. (32) implies that for both
Aµ and Xµ the Maxwell equations for the potentials are modified, and the Lorentz force
becomes

f µ = q (Fµn + tan c Xµn) un.

This implies that an electric current also produces DP, but suppressed by a factor tanc 365

relative to the ordinary photon field. 366

The mass term can be obtained through the Stückelberg mechanism [140,141]. Taking Aµ

to be real one can introduce a new real scalar field f, with the Lagrange density becoming

Lcg = �
1

4µ0
Fµn Fµn +

1
2

m2(Aµ +
1
m

∂µf) (Aµ +
1
m

∂µf). (33)

Recycling of the FINUDA 1.1 T magnet
at Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF)

Tuning from 100 to 300 MHz

CDR in preparation
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GRAHAL – Grenoble Axion Haloscope
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Dielectric cavities (7-10 GHz)

Thin Cu cavities (200-600 MHz)

Grenoble Hybrid in 
the commissioning 
phase, operation 
foresees in 2024

Field Warm dia. RF-cavity dia. Freq. TM010 Axion mass

43 T 34 mm 20 mm 11.5 GHz 47.2 µeV

40 T 50 mm 34 mm 6.76 GHz 27.8 µeV

27 T 170 mm 86 mm 2.67 GHz 11 µeV

17.5 T 375 mm 291 mm 0.79 GHz 3.2 µeV

9.5 T 812 mm 700 mm 0.33 GHz 1.4 µeV

Sikivie’s haloscope
i.e. with RF cavity

P  α gaγγ
2 B0

2 V  < 10 -21 W

2 
m

Inverse 
Primakoff
Effect

Scientific case within the European Strategy of Particles Physics (ESPP)
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-020-0838-4

ma c2 ≈ hν

►Initiative presented during the 1st PBC Techno WG meeting in Sept 2017 (https://indico.cern.ch/event/667744/)
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Hybrid Magnet = Sc + Resistive
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43 T magnet, 11.5 GHz frequency

Grenoble, France

Context of 

European Microkelvin Platform
20 leading ultralow temperature physics & technology 
Institutes in Europe including 7 submilliK facilities

http://emplatform.eu/about/facilities

https://emfl-users.lncmi.cnrs.fr/SelCom/proposals.shtml

Dresden/LNCMI-Toulouse, pulsed up to 95/91 T, 1-10 ms

Nijmegen/LNCMI-Grenoble, DC up to 38/36 T, 
Project 43+ T 

10 µK nuclear stage 

temperature

6 µK nuclear stage 

temperature

100 µK nuclear 

demagnetization stage

JPA Achievements

World leader

Expertise for dilution fridges & cryostats

(Planck, Edelweiss, CUT, SuperCDMS …)

2 GHz

Key expertise at CNRS-Grenoble for High magnetic fields, Extreme 
Low Temperatures & Quantum Detectors

https://www.cnrs.fr/cnrsinnovation-
lalettre/actus.php?numero=743
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Outline
► Focus on high field facilities & magnets 

• International context
• Highest DC field magnets worldwide
• 43+T Hybrid Magnet
• Presentation of LNCMI

► GrAHal-QUAX-CAPP
• Scientific Motivations
• Principle of the Experiment (Sikivie

Haloscope)
• Current Status of GrAHal & First Results
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• Haloscope from 80 to 110 GHz
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Figure 9: Projected CADEx sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling ga�. The
vertical black dashed line corresponds to the 5� sensitivity (SNR = 5) of a 1-year exposure
with noise equivalent power NEP = 1⇥ 10

�19
W/

p
Hz. The region bounded by a solid black

line corresponds to the sensitivity with roughly 3000 4-day exposures and 1⇥ 10
�20

W/
p
Hz,

achievable on a timescale of O(30) years. For comparison, we show a number of existing
constraints from the CAST helioscope [61], various axion haloscopes (filled red and purple
regions) [34, 36–38, 40, 41, 43–45, 92–97], and neutron stars [98], along with projected con-
straints from other proposed haloscopes (transparent red regions) [44, 46, 48]. Figure adapted
from [62].

as ADMX [102] and ORGAN [44], which should have sensitivities up to masses of 200 µeV, as
well as alternative broadband detector concepts such as ALPHA, MADMAX and BREAD.3

An important advantage of our KIDs detection system is that modulating the haloscope
signal as a function of polarization allows for distinguishing the axion signal from background
unpolarized systematics. A true axion signal is detected as an excess of power in one of the
frequency channels scanned by the haloscope over the neighboring ones, which appears only
in the polarization expected for the axion. The proportionality of the signal to B2 can also
be tested.

7.1 Dark photon sensitivity

Constraints on dark photons can be derived similarly to constraints on axions and axion-like
particles. The signal power due to the resonant conversion of dark photons can be obtained

3
We plot projections for BREAD assuming 1000 days of exposure and baseline assumptions on NEP from

reference [50].
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material thicknesses and back-short distance [87].
The resonant frequency shift of the LEKIDs is read out by a single transmission line cou-

pled to the detectors. This coupling coefficient can be tuned using low-frequency simulations
by changing the separation to the line. The LEKIDs response is maximized when critical
coupling is achieved under the desired optical load, or when the external quality factor (Qc)
equals the internal quality factor (Qi). Since Qi is set by fixed parameters such as the optical
background or operating base temperature, Qc will be optimized by tuning the geometrical
parameters [87].

The CADEx experiment will search for the axion using the expected signal polarization
generated in the haloscope. To measure the polarization, the detection system will follow
the configuration of the polarimeters used in radio astronomy operating at frequencies above
90GHz like NIKA2 at the IRAM 30m telescope [74, 88]. Basically, the radiation from the
haloscope will be first modulated by a half-wave polarization modulator followed by a grid po-
larizer which separates the two orthogonal linear polarizations to be simultaneously detected
by two different LEKIDs arrays perpendicularly oriented and sharing the same read-out line.
For alignment purposes, the LEKIDs will be based on a fractal Hilbert geometry with no
preferential direction in absorption [88]. Figure 8 shows a preliminary single LEKID design
with a Hilbert geometry and its simulated absorption for two orthogonal polarizations at
W-band, as well as a visualization of an array assembled on a holder for its characterization.
The proposed design allows for characterization of the polarization from the axion-photon
conversion and simultaneous subtraction of the unpolarized background, for all the observing
time.

Figure 8: Left: Single LEKID using a Hilbert geometry (3mm x 3mm cell) and absorption
efficiency simulated at the W-band; Right: Seven KIDs array mounted on an aluminum
holder.

A key parameter for this experiment is the ultimate sensitivity of the detection system,
the NEP, defining the weakest signal detectable by the detector. Special attention is paid to
the maximum allowable magnetic field in the KIDs region, which can degrade their sensitivity.
A dedicated magnetic shield and vortex traps will be developed for minimizing the effects of
the magnetic field on the final sensitivity. The sensitivity of KIDs at low radiation power is
limited by the generation and recombination of quasi-particles in thermal equilibrium, which
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Figure 5: Circumference–arranged multiple cavities (16). Each cavity (red rectangles) is a
large cavity (as described in section 4.3.1). The cross at each cavity points out the center of
the horn antenna. These antennas are all pointing to a receiver antenna which is located in
the center of the circumference, but displaced in the z axis. The scheme is not to scale.

or magnetic coupling [80], depending on the extraction position along the cavity. In this
proposal rectangular irises are used, designed to obtain a critical coupling regime yielding the
maximum detected power. From equation ((4.1)), this is accomplished for � = 1.2

Additionally, another port for monitoring the behavior of the cavity, the measurement
of the resonant frequency and the quality factor is necessary. Unlike the detection port, this
one must be highly decoupled to interfere as little as possible with the detection operation.

4.5 Tuning system

Exploring a wide frequency range in our experiment demands modifying the resonant fre-
quency of each cavity. This can be achieved by modifying the cavity geometry while avoiding
a high impact on operational parameters, such as the form factor, quality factor or volume.
We propose to modify the cavity width, the geometry parameter that most influences the
resonant frequency, by sliding a metallic wall moving along the x axis, as figure 6 shows. This
sliding movement is constrained by the coupling iris position and width, and yields a fre-
quency range from 90 to 102GHz or a 12.5% relative frequency range. The unloaded quality
factor is slightly reduced from 1.45⇥ 10

4 to 1.38⇥ 10
4, whilst the volume decreases from 11.1

to 9.8mL.

5 Optics Design and Calibration System

To optimize the sensitivity of the experiment, the extremely weak axion signal generated at
the haloscope must be guided in phase with minimal losses to the detection system. For
W-band, quasi-optical guiding of the signal by means of reflection at several mirrors is the
most efficient method.

2
The factor  = �/(1+�) sometimes appears in the literature and corresponds to the fraction of generated

power extracted from the cavity. The critical coupling regime then corresponds to  = 1/2.
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Figure 6: Tuning mechanism with sliding wall.

Figure 7 shows the optical system design, where the signals from each individual cavity
of the haloscope are collected, redirected and collimated onto the KID detectors. The optics
and the haloscope are designed to guarantee the phase coherence among the cavities at the
detectors, using the haloscope configuration shown in figure 5, where all cavities are arranged
in a circumference to have the same optical path from the haloscope to the detectors. In
addition, the optics design minimizes phase aberration by reducing path length differences in
all mirrors, which are also large enough to minimize spillover losses.

The proposed design (see figure 2) is based on a double reflector configuration fitting
into the available cryostat volume, where the larger main reflector has a central hole to allow
the reflected signal from the secondary smaller reflector to pass through, see figure 7. The
main reflector may be a single mirror or a set of reflectors arranged in a ring to minimize
losses. The shape of the secondary reflector is designed to focus the cavity beams in the
detector focal plane.

The design considers a calibration system based on the application of a Synthetic Axion
Generator, similar to the one used in the ADMX experiment [81]. In our case, a millimeter-
wave signal mimicking the one generated by the axion in a resonant cavity will be synthesized
by a pulse signal generator and a high frequency analog signal generator. The signal will be
injected into a resonant cavity by a weakly coupled port and calibration will be achieved by
changing the output power by means of attenuators. The calibration system will also be used
to test the functionality of the experiment.

6 Detection System: Kinetic Inductance Detectors

The CADEx detection system will be based on state-of-the-art superconducting Kinetic In-
ductance Detectors (KIDs), which are high quality factor superconducting resonators indi-
rectly coupled to a single transmission line. The working principle is based on the variation
of superconducting properties caused by incoming radiation. Absorbed photons change the
quasiparticle density which modifies the kinetic inductance of the resonator, lowering the reso-
nant frequency and diminishing the quality factor of the resonator. As usual for pair-breaking
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• Multicavity scheme with tunable rectangular cavities

• Kinetic Inductance Detectors
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Dish antenna haloscope + dielectric boost
From 10 to 50 GHz

Mirror Dielectric  Disks Receiver 

Be 

Figure 21: Left: sketch of the dielectric haloscope experiment. Photons in the Be field are emitted from
the dielectric surfaces and reflected in the leftmost mirror and other surfaces to be measured coherently
by a receiver, from [585]. Right: Adjusting the distances between the layers, the frequency dependence
of the boosted sensitivity can be adjusted to di↵erent bandwidths, from [590].

optimum strategy is not a boost factor (quality factor) as large as possible, which would reach the
required sensitivity in as small as possible �t, but the one that corresponds to �t = tR [405].

In the computation of �, the e↵ect of the coherent sum of layer emission and the resonant e↵ects are
mixed, but one can understand it in the language of conventional haloscopes (7.7) as a sort of �2

⇠ |G|
2Q.

In the transparent mode, the geometric factor is large and Q is 1 but at di↵erent frequencies Q increases.
Admittedly this experimental arrangement seems very similar to the resonant cavity filled with periodic
dielectric structure to allow resonance at higher frequencies [580]. The di↵erence is that here the focus
is on V rather than on Q, and indeed the structure proposed in [585] is a very poor resonator. In this
sense, the dielectric haloscope concept is closer to the dish antenna concept than of the conventional
haloscope.

The MADMAX collaboration [585] aims at building a 80-disk system of A ⇠ 1 m2 inside a 10 T
magnet. An scheme of the setup is depicted in Fig. 22. Photons from ALP DM conversion are emitted
from the mirror-and-disk region where an intense Be field is created and then focused to a RF detector.
With an expected � ⇠ 5⇥104 and equipped with a quantum-limited receiver, should be able to scan the
40-400 µeV mass range with sensitivity down to DFSZ axions as shown in Fig. 18. Dielectrics with high
dielectric constants are preferred as they can increase the Q enhancements and they emit more e�ciently
even in the transparent mode. Any candidate for the material must also have very small losses, should
be non magnetic, mechanically stable, adequate for cryogenic environments and a↵ordable. The baseline
MADMAX choice is LaAlO3, which satisfies the most critical issues of the previous list, especially a large
✏ ⇠ 24. Sapphire is a safer option although has only ✏ ⇠ 10. Even larger ✏ could be obtained for instance
with rutile (TiO2). Crystals of 60 cm diameter to get the required A ⇠ 1 m2 have never been grown
in any of those materials so a program to study cutting and tiling smaller pieces and checking their
properties in terms of losses and di↵raction has started. The two perhaps more critical aspects of the
project are the scanning by tuning the distances between the dielectrics and the design of the powerful
magnet. Preliminary 1D simulations show that a precision of ⇠ 20µm

p
100/�(100µeV/ma) is required

to avoid modifications of the boost factor at the 10% level. An automatic tuning mechanism is being
developed in a small demonstrative setup at the Max Planck Institute Munich with 20-cm diameter
Sapphire disks. A first rough adjustment is performed first and and smaller corrections are performed
while measuring reflectivity and phase delay of a wave send from the detector side. Distances between
the mirrors are adjusted to minimise a �2 between the measurements and a 1D lumped element circuit
model. Disks are moved by precision pico motors with 100 nm precision. First results are very promising
but di↵raction losses into empty space are noticeable and expected to play a much smaller role in the 60
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refractive) surfaces embedded in a magnetic field and the DM axion field. To understand this, let us go
back to the Maxwell-ALP equations and consider a locally homogeneous Be field in the background of
a homogeneous axion DM field, a(t). An obvious solution of the Maxwell-Axion equations (4.20)-(4.23)
is

Ea(t) = �ga�Bea(t), (7.11)

i.e. the axion DM field induces a homogeneous electric field in the Be volume. Since the axion DM
field oscillates at frequency ! ⇠ ma, so the axion-induced Ea field does. This electric field fits very
nicely in the photon-ALP mixing picture we discussed around equations (4.24)-(4.25). Indeed, in such
a B-field it does not make sense to consider a purely ALP wave, because the freely propagating fields
are just ALP-like. An ALP-like wave with no (or small) momentum, see (4.24), has the electric field
given by (7.11). The amplitude is model dependent, as it depends on the unknown combination ga�a(t),
however, for QCD axions, this combination is independent of the axion mass and only dependent on
the axion DM fraction and the model-dependent O(1) coe�cient CA� by virtue of (2.11), (2.42) and
(4.13),

|EA| = ga�|Be|A(t) =
↵CA�

2⇡
|Be|✓(t) ⇠ 1.6⇥ 10�12

V

m
|CA�|

|Be|

10T
. (7.12)

In a medium with linear dielectric or conducting properties, the induced field decreases due to polari-
sation and free-charge currents [405],

Ea(t) = �
ga�Bea(t)

✏
, (7.13)

where ✏ is the generally complex dielectric constant. Therefore, the ALP-like waves have di↵erent values
of their associated Ea fields in di↵erent media. This would lead to a discontinuity of fields at their
boundary. However, the continuity of parallel Electric and Magnetic fields, E||, H||, across boundaries is
ensured by the constraint part of Maxwells equations, Faraday (4.23) and Magnetic Gauss law (4.22),
which is not modified in the presence of ALPs and thus it must be respected. Therefore, continuity of the
Ea fields does not allow a pure ALP-like wave crossing the boundary between magnetised media to solve
Maxwell’s equation. Photon-like waves are needed to match the boundary conditions and are emitted
from the surface towards both media. The matching of Ea fields and the E,B fields of the photon-like
wave in the interface of two media with ✏1, ✏2, respectively is shown in Fig. 20 (left), from [405]. A
first approach to this picture was outlined in [584], which discussed the emission from the boundary
between a metallic mirror and vacuum where ✏ = 1. Inside the mirror ✏ would be large and imaginary
so Ea ! 0 and the continuity of E|| at the surface is ensured by the emission of an outgoing photon-like
wave of amplitude Ea, given by (7.11). The cancellation of E|| at all times implies that the photon
frequency is given by the axion’s, ! = !a = ma+ ... Photons are emitted from magnetised mirrors! In a
sense, the phenomenon resembles the ordinary reflection of an electromagnetic wave by a mirror, where
a reflected wave cancels the total E|| at the boundary. The interesting di↵erence with the ALP DM case
is that the ALP-like wave is reflected into a photon-like wave20, which we can detect. The concomitant
Snell’s law is slightly di↵erent and somewhat surprising. The DM ALP wave has wavenumbers much
smaller than its frequency, but photons in vacuum have ! = k�, therefore the photon momentum can
only come from the boundary itself and photons are emitted perpendicular to it21. Indeed, the emitted
photons will carry a small perpendicular component ⇠ O(�v) because the axion DM momentum along
the surface is conserved. This can cause a smearing of the signal in the centre of the sphere, but can be
used to extract directional information [154,587], something the we comment on later in section 7.6.1.

20An ALP-like wave is reflected as well but is terribly small.
21Indeed a recent publication shows that the emission can be understood in a broad sense as transition radiation from

an ALP crossing an interface [586]. The classical treatment shown here translates directly to the quantum level where
the ALP/photon waves are wave functions.
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photons that can later return and be detected as background. Therefore, only the detector needs to be
at cryogenic temperatures in principle.

An implementation of this concept, the BRASS experiment [588] will take place in the U. of Ham-
burg. Preliminary estimations [584,588] suggest the need of B2

e
A = 100 T2m2 to reach sensitivity to the

most optimistic QCD axion models. Despite the simplicity of the concept, the need of embedding the
dish in a magnetic field poses practical limits to its scaling. The current setup consists of a planar Hal-
bach array of permanent magnets to which magnetises a large surface ⇠ 8 m in radius with a parabolic
mirror to focus the radiation into a detector. The correlation length of the Be-field is of the order of
cm, so ALP DM with masses leading to �a/2 � cm (ma < 0.6⇥ 10�4 eV) will be radiated at a smaller
rate than (7.15). The Halbached surface and mirror are in a detection chamber at room temperature.
In fact, the setup is doubled, increasing the signal and allowing to study signal correlations, see Fig. 20
(right). It is worth noting that this concept, without magnetic field, has already being used to search
for hidden photon dark matter in the Tokyo dish experiment [148], and continues to be developed by
the FUNK experiment [589] in Karlsruhe.

7.2.2 Dielectric haloscope

The dielectric haloscope is an evolution of the dish concept with the objective of increasing even further
the emitting area and being able to use a more intense Be field more e�ciently. A sequence of mirrors
would lead us back to resonant cavities, so instead dielectric slabs are proposed in addition to a mirror
surface [405, 585]. A lossless dielectric slab of �/2 is completely transparent to radiation but it still
emits EM waves from axion DM if placed in a magnetic field by the same logic outlined for the mirror
case [405]. In this transparent mode, the radiated EM wave can be enhanced by a factor of N2

d
where Nd

is the number of disks, if these are placed in such a way that the emission from the di↵erent interfaces
are summed coherently. A mirror at the far end reflects the left-going waves back to interfere with
the right going. The setup would be very similar to Fig. 19 with an open end, see Fig. 21 (left). The
transparent mode of a dielectric haloscope (with mirror) is absolutely not a resonator but the power
emitted is boosted by factor

�2 =
Pdh

Pdish

⇠ 2N2

d
, (7.17)

which can easily cover the sensitivity boost required by the dish antenna idea to reach the QCD axion.
This innocent idea could be thought extremely unpractical for a scanning experiment. The reason

is that dielectrics become partially reflecting once used at frequencies away from �/2. The boost
factor enhancement is therefore frequency dependent. However, the reflections between dielectrics will
generate small cavity enhancements and the final boost factor can even increase. The theory of such
dielectric haloscopes has been discussed in [405] where a transfer matrix formalism is developed to easily
compute the boost factor in the idealised 1D setup. In the same publication the authors managed to
establish a clear connection between the boost factor and the overlap integral between the E-field
distribution induced by an EM wave shone in from the open end and the external B-field, i.e. the
geometric factor that we introduced in the context of closed resonators (4.46). This connection was
developed even further in [586] where the modes of a simple open resonator are identified with Garibian
wave-functions. From a practical point of view, the dielectric haloscope turns out to be quite flexible in
the end. There is indeed a sort of area-law that considers di↵erent configurations of distances between
the dielectrics that states that the area below the frequency dependent �2 is just proportional to Nd.
One can thus add more dielectrics to increase the boost factor or the bandwidth by playing with the
distances, see Fig. 21.

The flexibility can be key to a successful experiment. Dielectric haloscopes are relatively complicated
setups where a large number of dielectrics will need to be adjusted to get an optimal boost factor. It
turns out that including a nonzero re-tuning time tR in the optimisation of the figure of merit, the
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http://wwwiexp.desy.de/groups/astroparticle/brass/brassweb.htm
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Figure 20: Left: matching of the axion-induced Ea-fields across a boundary with outgoing EM waves,
from [405]. Right: Sketch of the implementation of the dish antenna concept as followed by the BRASS
experiment. Adapted from [588].

The region around the surface that needs to be magnetised is of order of half an oscillation �a/2 for
the wave to be fully developed [584]. Optimal coupling happens when the Be direction lies along the
surface.

If the surface is a spherical mirror dish, and provided its size is much larger than the photon
wavelengths, the photons are all concentrated in the centre of curvature of the dish . The power
emitted from unit area by a generic ALP or the axion is given by

Pa/A =
1

2
E2

a
= 3.3⇥ 10�27

W

m2

✓
ga�

2⇥ 10�14GeV�1

◆2 ✓10�4 eV

ma

◆2
|Be|

10T

2

, (7.14)

PA/A = 2.2⇥ 10�27
W

m2
|CA�|

2

✓
|Be|

10T

◆2

. (7.15)

Comparing these numbers with the haloscope formula using V ⇠ �3

a
we find,

Pdish

Phaloscope

/
m2

a
A

Q
, (7.16)

which transparently shows the source of the enhancement in each case. Assuming Q ⇠ Qa could be
achieved, a dish with a magnetised area of A ⇠ 1 m2 would compete with the corresponding haloscope
for `a ⇠ mm, corresponding to ma ⇠ 2⇥10�4 eV. The lack of resonance can be compensated by area of
the dish, A. This concept is particularly appealing for very high axion masses which are very di�cult to
access with cavities. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of neither of them would be good enough for QCD
axions with CA� ⇠ 1.

The dish setup has several advantages. First, it is sensitive to the whole mass range at once (as
long as the mirror is reflective at all frequencies) and therefore broadband searches are possible. In
practice, the bandwidth will be mostly limited by the receiver. Furthermore, having the detector in
the centre of curvature of a spherical mirror, environmental backgrounds can be quite suppressed as
far away sources are focused onto the focal point at half ROC. Moreover, a perfect mirror does not
radiate thermally, so the black body radiation onto the detector is supressed by 1-reflectivity, which
can be quite small. In the idealised version of the setup, just the detector is able to radiate thermal
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photons that can later return and be detected as background. Therefore, only the detector needs to be
at cryogenic temperatures in principle.

An implementation of this concept, the BRASS experiment [588] will take place in the U. of Ham-
burg. Preliminary estimations [584,588] suggest the need of B2
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dish in a magnetic field poses practical limits to its scaling. The current setup consists of a planar Hal-
bach array of permanent magnets to which magnetises a large surface ⇠ 8 m in radius with a parabolic
mirror to focus the radiation into a detector. The correlation length of the Be-field is of the order of
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(right). It is worth noting that this concept, without magnetic field, has already being used to search
for hidden photon dark matter in the Tokyo dish experiment [148], and continues to be developed by
the FUNK experiment [589] in Karlsruhe.

7.2.2 Dielectric haloscope

The dielectric haloscope is an evolution of the dish concept with the objective of increasing even further
the emitting area and being able to use a more intense Be field more e�ciently. A sequence of mirrors
would lead us back to resonant cavities, so instead dielectric slabs are proposed in addition to a mirror
surface [405, 585]. A lossless dielectric slab of �/2 is completely transparent to radiation but it still
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which can easily cover the sensitivity boost required by the dish antenna idea to reach the QCD axion.
This innocent idea could be thought extremely unpractical for a scanning experiment. The reason

is that dielectrics become partially reflecting once used at frequencies away from �/2. The boost
factor enhancement is therefore frequency dependent. However, the reflections between dielectrics will
generate small cavity enhancements and the final boost factor can even increase. The theory of such
dielectric haloscopes has been discussed in [405] where a transfer matrix formalism is developed to easily
compute the boost factor in the idealised 1D setup. In the same publication the authors managed to
establish a clear connection between the boost factor and the overlap integral between the E-field
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geometric factor that we introduced in the context of closed resonators (4.46). This connection was
developed even further in [586] where the modes of a simple open resonator are identified with Garibian
wave-functions. From a practical point of view, the dielectric haloscope turns out to be quite flexible in
the end. There is indeed a sort of area-law that considers di↵erent configurations of distances between
the dielectrics that states that the area below the frequency dependent �2 is just proportional to Nd.
One can thus add more dielectrics to increase the boost factor or the bandwidth by playing with the
distances, see Fig. 21.

The flexibility can be key to a successful experiment. Dielectric haloscopes are relatively complicated
setups where a large number of dielectrics will need to be adjusted to get an optimal boost factor. It
turns out that including a nonzero re-tuning time tR in the optimisation of the figure of merit, the
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undoubtedly contribute some level of noise for our axion
search, though in the current setup it is not the dominant
noise source. In the future, we will search for alternative
thermalization approaches.
The entire toroid and support structure are mounted

inside the external shield [see Fig. 1(d)]. The shield consists
of a spun copper can that has been coated inside and out
with a 25–75 μm layer of tin, for a total thickness of
≈1 mm. The copper provides good thermal conductivity to
minimize thermal gradients across the shield. It also
provides the thermal conductivity to the copper straps
which cool the magnet. Once below 3.7 K, the tin becomes
superconducting and expels environmental magnetic fields
and acts as a shield against electromagnetic interference.
Optimizing and characterizing this external shielding will
be the subject of future work.
The external shield is built in two hemispheres (top and

bottom) which have ≈12 mm of vertical overlap when
assembled. There is a small gap in one location between the

inner and outer shield through which the magnet wires,
pickup loop wires and calibration loop wires pass as three
sets of twisted pairs. The shield halves are connected with a
layer of solder and epoxy to ensure both electrical and
mechanical connection.
A 12mm thick aluminum top plate is epoxied to the top of

the top shield and acts as the contact point for the thermal-
ization to the rest of the cryostat and mechanical mounting
point to the vibration isolation system (see below). The
aluminum plate is electrically isolated from the shield to
minimize grounding loops. A thermometer is epoxied to the
outside of the bottom shield which monitors the temperature
of the farthest point from the thermalization. However,
during data taking this thermometer is not active.

C. Pickup loop circuit

The pickup loop measures the magnetic field in the
center of the toroid—a region that should have zero field
in the absence of an axion signal. The time-averaged

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. (a) Three of the 80 Delrin wedges that form the toroid structure stacked together. The black bar indicates a ≈1 cm scale.
(b) Cutaway rendering of the toroid with the 1 mm diameter wire pickup loop in the center. A 0.5 mm diameter wire runs through the
center of field region to form the calibration loop. Toroid height is ≈12 cm. (c) Rendering of the ABRACADABRA-10 cm support
structure. The pickup loop is supported by a PTFE (white) tube through the center. The magnet is supported by an outer G10 support
structure and thermalized with two copper bands. (d) Photo of the assembled ABRACADABRA-10 cm, with the top of the
superconducting shield and support structure removed.
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DM-radio
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DM-radio pathfinder: http://schmidta.scripts.mit.edu/tabletop_workshop/slides/irwin.pdf

100 kHz – 10 MHz range • DMRadio-50L
• DMRadio-m^3
• DMRadio-GUT



ALPHA – Axion Longitudinal Plasma HAloscope

Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 141802 (2019)
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Detection through metamaterial
From 5 to 50 GHz
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Many others

sourceType

SHAFT

TOORAD

BREAD

WISPLC

ORPHEUS

ADMX-SLIC

ADMX-Sidecar

T-RAX

SRF-m^3

DANCE

LAMPOST

LC (with ferromagnetic toroids)

Topological antiferromagnets

Cylindrical dish antenna

LC circuit

Fabry-Pérot cavity

LC circuit

Resonant cavity

Rectangular waveguide

Supercond. Radio Freq. Cavities

Bow-tie optical cavity

Dielectric haloscope

arXiv:1807.08810v2

arXiv:2111.12103v2 

arXiv:2111.04541v3 

Phys. Rev. D 91, 011701(R)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 241101

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 261302

arXiv:2203.15487v2 

arXiv:2007.15656v1 

arXiv:2003.03348v2 

arXiv:2303.03594v1 

arXiv:1803.11455v3 
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backup



Others: BRASS, SHAFT, DM-Radio, TOORAD

Cast-capp
Cadex
BREAD??
LAMPOST?? (fa DP)
SRF-m^3 ?? (non trovato)
WISPLC??
WISPFI?? (Laboratory exp)
ORPHEUS ??
WISPDMX ?? (fa DP)
SLIC ??

GRAHAL



High frequency gravitational waves detection

arXiv:2112.11465v1 

Sources: primordial black holes, 
stochastic background of HFGW

The haloscope is directional

Resonant modes different from 
TM010

Phys. Rev. D 106, 103520 (2022)



Scan rate

df

dt
/ B4V 2QL

T 2
sys
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𝛽 = 2 maximizes the scan rate


